
                                                 WOW 

 500 words  

Scratch! a sharp branch scraped past Rachel’s  face as She ran to the forest lake away from the 

school. She was just sitting there when… SPLASH! She fell in. It was pitch black , however  the moon 

was shinning  bright. Rachel scrambled out panting to catch her breath. Curiously, she heard a splash 

like a wave, a water fall “I am shore that wasn’t there before?” Rachel said to her self. Rachel 

thought she was going mad! Because the water fall was going up! “wow, what is this place?” she 

thought. 

Suddenly, she heard something move. A bear like shape emerged from the shadows. “I…can see 

…you” Rachel said nervously. Slowly a mossy bear came out. “Hi I am moss bear, you look new here 

don’t worry I know a man who lives in 1 of our up- side down trees who knows the way 

back.””Errrrr… ok witch way?”   

Minutes later, they arrived at a great tree with branches like a spiral stair case twisting and twirling 

up, up and up. “come with me” yelled mossy bear racing ahead. ”hello I am the magic man of this 

forest, the lake portal that you came in is shut however I know another.” “Rely, that’s great .” Said 

Rachel“ yes but it is on the dark side, bye bye.” Said the man  ”Stop, wait .” Rachel she shouted 

“Don’t worry he is mad!” Mossy bear said softly.       

“Of to the dark forest then” she glumly said. However, when they got there Mossy bear gave Rachel 

a special pendent “ this will give you luck.” “thank you” Rachel smiled Mossy bear smiled back. The 

dark side of the forest was grey, glum and dead. It was cold, dark and lonesome, it made you feel sad 

unlike the light side it hadls know magic. Shadows moved it was so quiet the only thing you could 

hear was your foot steps and the pitter, patter of your pounding hart. Deeper, deeper and deeper, 

they travelled into the dark side of the forest, until they saw it, the portal. Rachel and Mossy bear 

hid behind a rock because ghouls and ghosts were guarding the portal. However, Rachel made a run 

for it however Mossy bear came to, they dashed through the portal.             

Suddenly, Rachel woke up… her Mossy bear toy was on the bed “could it have been a dream?” She 

looked down where her pendent was it was still there “was it a dream or wasn’t it?” 
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